Search the Library Catalog

To find copies of the novel *Fahrenheit 451* in library catalog, follow these steps:

1. Go to [http://www.evc.edu/library](http://www.evc.edu/library) and click on the link to *Search the Library Catalog*.
2. From the catalog main search page, click on “Title” then enter the title, *Fahrenheit 451* in the search box provided.
3. Click on the title that shows EVC Paperbacks as the location. Multiple copies of the book are available in the paperback section in the library, and can be checked out for 3 weeks.
4. If you’d like to view a copy of the DVD (movie) *Fahrenheit 451* see call number and availability for the video recording. A copy that can be checked out overnight is available at the EVC Library Circulation desk.

Reference Sources

**Novels for Students**
Everything you need to know about the work you’ll be studying...and some. Every entry begins with an author biography, plot summary, characters, themes, style, historical context, critical overview, criticism, additional sources and further reading. Use the AUTHOR/TITLE index at the back of the book to locate the appropriate volume and page number(s) for your article. Locate the article on Fahrenheit 451 in volume 1 of this set.

Call Number: EVC Reference PN 3385 .N68 v. 1-22

**Literature and Its Times** (5-volume set)
This set gives profiles of 300 notable literary works and discusses the historical events that influenced them. Each volume covers a time range subdivided by dates and a general description (e.g., Civil Rights Movements to Future Times: 1960-2000) and begins with a brief overview of the historical events of the era, with a time-line providing a synopsis of each period. Volumes are arranged in alphabetical order by title of work.

Each entry, averaging four pages, explores the historical events during the time in which the work is set and written. Volume coverage includes:

v. 1. Ancient times to the American and French Revolutions, (pre-history-1790s) -- v. 2. Civil wars to frontier societies (1800-1880s) -- v. 3. Growth of empires to the Great Depression (1890-1930s) -- v. 4. World War II to the affluent fifties (1940-1950s) -- v. 5. Civil rights movements to future times (1960-2000) (Note: For information on the historical context in Fahrenheit 451, see VOLUME 5 of this set.)

Call Number: EVC Reference PN 50 .L574 1997 v.1-5
Literature Resource Center (research database)

*Literature Resource Center* is a comprehensive online source for literary criticism and other information about authors, their works, and literary topics. It can be used for critical analyses, work overviews, and book reviews.

Access this database from the EVC Library homepage at [http://www.evc.edu/library](http://www.evc.edu/library). Click on the link to Find Articles, and then on Literature Resource Center, located approximately ¾ of the way down the page. On the main search page (pictured below) enter your search terms in the Basic Search box (e.g. *Bradbury Fahrenheit 451*) and select the radio button for the search type most appropriate to your needs. For the search given, click on the radio button beside “*Keywords*.” (If you are looking for articles on a particular book or other literary work, you would select the radio button for “Name of Work.”) Click “Search” to view results.

Note that results appear in a tabbed results list. Select any tab that contains results to see the results in that tab. Click on the title or on the full-text link to view the full article.

![Literature Resource Center search page](image_url)

**Other EVC Library Databases:**

For additional articles on the author (Bradbury) or for reviews of the book, you can use the Expanded Academic ASAP database. Link to it from the EVC Library Databases page at [http://www.evc.edu/library.database.htm](http://www.evc.edu/library.database.htm). Follow directions on the page for off-campus access.
See also:
Librarian’s Internet Index
http://www.lii.org
This is a searchable directory of the best of the web, selected by librarians. Enter “Ray Bradbury” or “Fahrenheit 451” in the search box to get a list of relevant Internet sites. Resources in this directory have been pre-screened and evaluated.

Writing, Style, and MLA Citation Guides
These sources are available for free on the Web.

Internet Public Library
http://www.ipl.org/div/pf(entry/48496
Answers the questions: What is literary criticism, and how do I find it? Go to the directory of online sources to browse for literary criticism by genre, author, or period.

Guide to Conducting Literary Research
This guide is designed to support you as you use electronic and print resources to: choose a topic, craft a thesis, evaluate thesis and sources, identify a variety of information sources, take efficient notes, begin and organize a research paper, use parenthetical documentation, prepare a Works Cited page, draft and revise a research paper.

The OWL at Purdue: Developing an Outline
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/544/01/
This resource describes why outlines are useful, what types of outlines exist, suggestions for developing effective outlines, and how outlines can be used as an invention strategy for writing. See also the sample outlines which can be downloaded.

NoodleBib Express
http://www.noodletools.com/
This is a FREE CITATION BUILDER you can use to help you to format citations for many of the formats (periodical articles, books, web sites) you will be using in your paper. Click on Noodlebib Express which is found under “Software tools.” Follow the screen prompts to enter information as needed.